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 PPPooolllaaarrriii   JJJooouuurrrnnnaaalll   

 

transVerse - October 2011 

 

Julie Peters 

A Transgendered Life  

 

I. Blue skies, happy days 

I do not know what gender is.  

 

II. Why do people think I'm a boy?  

They tell me I am slugs 

and snails and dogs tails 

These dolts ... a-dults 

 

III. The all seeing eye 

Santa sees your every deed 

Panopticon one. 
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The all seeing eye. 

God knows your every thought. 

Panopticon two 

 

God knows everything 

He know I want to be a girl. 

And wanting to be a girl is a sin. 

Not sure if it's a venial sin or a cardinal sin. 

Maybe it's a venial sin and I won't go to hell. 

 

IV. I'm now as tall as my Mum. 

When everyone is asleep I am a girl  

And sneak out and catch trains and walk.  

Men try to get me into their cars.  

Police follow me.  

I'm become scared.  

 

V. In high school, I find there might be others. 

Amazed to hear boys played girls in Shakespeare's time.  

And in "Twelfth Night", Olivia (played by a boy) fell for Viola  
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(a boy playing a woman pretending to be a boy)  

because she thought she was a boy.  

Viola fell for Orsino but couldn't tell him 

because Orsino would think a boy was in love with him 

and nobody wanted to be homosexual. 

And then of course Orsino became pissed off with Viola (Cesario)  

because Olivia fell for him .. I mean her! 

So Orsino and Cesario are in love 

and Olivia and Viola are in love.  

 

My heart fell soft for this "Twelfth Night" 

Its games engender such delight. 

So oft' since then I've seen it played. 

Perchance my love of self conveyed. 

 

VI.  

MACBETH'S WITCHES: Spirits evil gather near, 

Spell to make this life go queer,  

Voice of boy, oh so sweet,  

Drop octaves manly very deep. 
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ME:     Drops my voice so drops my heart, 

My soul and head as friends depart 

MACBETH'S WITCHES: Command thee, I, black hairs to sprout, 

W'signs so manly encrust without. 

Pock and mark this girly skin, 

Deep blacken scar the soul within. (evil laugh) 

ME:     Their evil, evil spell come true, 

Black hairs on face and legs push through. 

Their scheme so cunning, I do fear 

Will make, to all, me male appear. (I cry) 

 

VII. Chilled to the bone, 

On a field, in schools colours 

Football heads my way. 

 

Ball stuck in the mud, 

I squat down, struggle to free it. 

Man twice my weight, 

Glee in his eye, 

to flatten me into the mud. 
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Feet restrained by toffee mud, 

Unable to hide. Ball de-plopped. 

Ballet like, weight to the right, 

The flying man whooshes past. 

Now prostrate in the mud. I smirk. 

 

Chilled to the bone, 

On a field, in schools colours, 

I see no point. 

 

VIII. Year of the sheep. 

All the way with LBJ. 

Twenty and distraught.  

 

Our Prime Minister wants me to go to Viet Nam, 

To kill communists to save the free world. 

Go to jail or murder people? 

It's not all bad. 

I could be shot and be put out of my pain. 

Not conscripted?  
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Do not go to jail nor die. 

 

IX. I throw myself into the deep deep water of being myself.  

 

Train, train, clip, clip, bend at the knees 

Head up back straight 

Head is light, it floats to the sky.  

Weight on the balls of the feet 

Jog, walk, bounce on one leg 

 

Stand on one leg, 

One minute 

Hop in heels 

Left, two, three, four 

Light as a feather, just kiss the ground 

Right two three four. 

 

The ultimate test, 

To skip kissingly in heels. 

I am feminine. 
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X. Who am I?  

No! Not that!  

Nor that! Nor that! Nor that! Nor that! Nor that! Nor that! 

 

(a decade later) 

All happy gender conformists are alike.  

All unhappy gender possums are unhappy in their own unique way.  

How do I become me?  

 

XI. Haunted by self, dual ghosts, Head and Heart. 

Two great Houses, their strengths and reputations equal matched. 

Head, seat of logic reason, conscience and arrogance. 

Heart seat of passion, love, desire and heat.  

Heart leads first in youth then Head so clearly wins. 

Year on year, Heart so courteous oppressed.  

Their deep oppose born of some long forgot 

Triv'al offence. In health my Head and my Heart 

Should romance, dance and lovers be. Head rule,  

The sovereignty of time oft' sees smalls cracks.  
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The vessel sighs, the heat of lust for life within. 

A fissure, Heart has voice, female am I. Briefly. 

The fissure muddied, clayed and fired, boy again  

Set in logic's stone. The heat, the pressure builds.  

Foul words, tricks, despise, abuse ensures.   

Yet who is abused? Self! Head and Heart are one.  

Battle on battle, Head on Heart. Heart on Head. 

Both are wounded and frail. Just surviving.  

Death to Heart is death to both. We are one.  

Death to Head is death to both. We are one.  

A truce?! Dear Head, we are a woman.  

Bullshit! XY chromosomes and a willy. 

We are about to crack, the head, the vessel, the heart.  

Grasping male then female we are not one.   

Acknowledge maleness? So unlikely to be whole.  

Year on year we've tried to submit the female spirit.  

Dismally failed. Androgyny failed. Step beyond. 

Beyond gender. Truth for Head. Truth for Heart. 
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Acknowledge femaleness and protect my spirit.  

Head must feel. Heart must think. Live as woman. 

Heart sees –  as "WOMAN". Head sees – "AS" woman.  

I see a scalpel in the Wizard's hand. 

The finest silk purse, delicate fashioned from  

Boys' own smuggled budgie and tea bags. 

What's to be lost? My Willy? A small price 

For happiness, sanity and a solid life.   

 

The Wizard spells his spell. In health  

My Head and Heart romantic lovers be.  

 

XII. I scare those who find me attractive. 

Straight men who are attracted to me wonder if they might be gay. 

Gay men wonder if they might be straight.  

Straight women wonder if they might be lesbian.  

Lesbians wonder if they might be straight. 

I don't mean to challenge people ... or do I? 
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XIII. Having your cake and eating it. 

Having coffee and OJ. 

Having a perceived to be normal gendered female life and transcending.  
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